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ÀbstracL

The purpose of this study was to e>çlore Èhe

relationship between positive verbal feedback and
intrinsic motir¡at,i-on of grade one boys and girls
perfornr:ing a motor skilr. The research riterature
presents confricting concrusions with regard to the
effect of positive verbal feedback on the intrinsic
motivation of males and females. some researchers hawe

found positive verbar feedback Èo increase intrinsic
motivation for mal-es and decrease intrinsi.c motirration
for females, whire other researchers have reported that
positi-ve verbal feedback increases intrinsic motivation
for both genders. rn addition, there is a very limited
amount of intrinsic moti-r¡ation research reported
involving children of the elementary school age and no

research has been reported usíng motor ski11s.
The subjects for the study were 60 grade one

students, 30 boys and 30 girrs. They were randomry

assigned to one of two conditions (i.e. a moderate amount
of posítive verbal feedback and no feedback) and were
asked to perfo''n a motor task (i.e. throw bean bags at a

I-L



target). The level of intri-nsic motivation was measured

through an eight minute free choice per5-od. rn order to
asses' the effect of gender and positive verbar feedback
on íntrinsic motir¡ation a 2 x 2 (ma1e-femar.e x no

feedl''ack-feedback) analysis of r¡ariance was camied out
on the intrinsic motivation measures. Resurts of the
analysis reveared that the gender mai-n effect, the
treatment main effect, and the inÈe*action were not
significant.

The results were discussed in reration to prevíous
research and cogni-tive evaluation theory. Directions for
future research were suggested.

iii
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Chapter I

Introduction

rntrinsic motivation has been a concept of interest
for many researchers over tlre past twenty years (e.g.
Deci, L972; Zinser, youngt & King, ]-gï2; Blanck, Reis &

Jackson, L984; Vallerand & Reid, 1989; Iùhitehead &

corbin, 1-991-). Researchers have attempted to understand

how intrinsic motivation operates and to identify the
conditions most rikery to maintain and increase it.. one

factor that infruences intrinsic notivation is ¡lositive
verbal feedback (Deci, L9Z2; Vallerand, l_983; Blanck,

Reis & Jackson, L9B4; vallerand & Reid, l_9BB). positive
verbar feedback is one of the most utilized forms of
reward in sport and physicar activity, therefore, it is
important to have a very clear understanding of the
relationship between ¡rositive verbal feedback and

intrinsic notivation.
The research published on this topic presents

conflicting concrusions with regard to tÌre effect of
positive verbal feedback on the intrinsic motivation of
males and females. Some researchers (Deci I LïZS; Zinser,
Young & King, L9g2) have re¡rorted that ¡rcsitive verbal
feedback increases mares' intrinsic motivation while it



decreases femares' intrinsic motivation. However, other
studies (Vallerand & Reid, t_ge8; Blanck, Reis & ,Jackson,
1-984) found no gender differences. The confricting
results have usuarry been interpreted through cogmitive
evaruation theory by suggestinE that the different
socialization ex¡reriences of nares and femares night
explain the confricting findings. For exampte, research
(Deci ' L972, Lg75) conpleted during the Lgro,s with
university undergraduate subjects found a gender
difference, while sinilar research (Blanck, Reis &

Jackson, ]-9B4) compreted during the t_g8ors found no
gender difference. These resurts could be exprained if
one accepts the fact that sociarization experiences of
females changed from the t-97ors to the 19Bo's. Àrthough
this is a possibre expranation a study (Zinser, young &

King, r9B2) in the ratter decade re¡rcrted a grender

difference with nyoungr chirdren. a, possibte expranation
for these resurts is that changes in sociarization nay
have taken place over the years, but that it only
affected femares who interacted in an achievement-
oriented setting such as university, while chirdren who
have not yet engaged in such a setting nay still be
su-bjected to ntraditionail sociarization practice
(Vallerand & Reid, 1988).



Problem Statenent

The purpose of this study rsas to explore the
rerationship between ¡msitive verbar feedback and

intrinsic motivation of grade one boys and girts
¡rerforming a motor ski1l.
Sigrnificance of the Study

The study was needed to crarify the confricting
resul-ts of previousry re¡rcrted research. rn addition, a

very rinited amount of the reported research (zinser et
al-, L9a2) has been conducted with elementary school
children. Finally, there is a tack of research with
young children utirizing tasks invorving the motor skirrs
reguired in the erementary schoor physicar education
setting- rt is inportant for physicar educators,
coaches, teachers and parents working with boys and girls
of this açte group to understand how ¡lositive verbat
feedback affects intrinsic motivation in order to enhance

the youngsters, enjolment of physical activity.
Hvpotheses

It was hy¡rcthesized that:
1-) Grade one boys' intrinsic motivation will increase
following a moderate anount of positive verbal feedback.
2) Grade one girrs' intrinsic motivation wirr not change

following a moderate anount of ¡rositive verbal feerrhack.



There were three basics assumptions in this study.
The first assumption was that the tasks used, both the
arternative tasks and the experimental task, were equarly
interesting for both genders, that is, they are grender

neutral- The second assumption was that arl the tasks
used were optinatry charrenging for grade one boys and
girrs (i-e-, the task difficurty was appropriate for this
agie çJroup, rather than too easy or too difficult). The
third assumption was that the free choice ¡reriod is a
varid measure of intrinsic motivation. The resurts of
this study was rimited to grade one schoor chirdren
performing a notor skill task.
Definitions

is operationally defined as
l-2 verbar reinforcements for a totar of 24 triats.
rntrinsic motivation is operationarly defined as the
amount of time s¡rent at the experimentar task during an
eight ninute free choice period.
rnformationar events are defined as events that
facilitate an internal- ¡rerceived locus of causarity and
perceived competence, and they enhance intrinsic
motivation.



controrring events are defined as events that facilitate
external perceived rocus of causality" and they undermine

intrinsic motivation.

Àmotivating events are defined as events that facilitate
¡rerceived incon¡retence, and they undemine intrinsic
motivation.



Chapter II

Review of Líterature

The research literature presents confJ-icting
conclusions with regard to the effect of ¡rositive verbal
feedback on the intrinsic motivation of mares and

fenares. rn an effort to enlrance tlre understanding of
this relationship, three major topics were examined. The

topics include: a brief overview of intrinsic
motivation, specific aspects of cognitive evaluation
theory, and a review of recent research riterature
concerning the relationship of ¡rositive verbar feedback

and intrinsic motivation.

Intrinsic lilotivation

There are two broad crasses of motivation to perforn
an activity; extrinsic motÍvation and intrinsic
motivation. Extrinsic motivation refers to the
performance of an activity because it leads to externar
rewards such as money or prizes. rntrinsic motivation
refers to the performance of an activity for which there
is no apparent reward except the activity itself (Deci,
L9751 - rf one's goal is to motivate an individuar to do

a particular activity once and you are not concerned with
a future recurrence of the activity, the use of an



extrinsic reward nay be appropriate and efficient.
However, if one wishes to ensure that the individuar srirl
be motivated to engage in the activity again on their
oIJn' then one must increase and maintain the individuarrs
Ievel of intrinsic motivation.

fntrinsic
motivation is berieved to be innate for arr hrrrnans.

children are intrinsicarly motivated to rearn, pray and
be physically active. It is believed that sport
activities are representative of intrinsicarry motivated
activities (valrerand & Reid, 1984). The interaction
that an individuar has with the environment affects the
way intrinsic motivation deverops and changes. Deci's
definition of intrinsic motivation is generarry accepted
by nost researchers (valrerand & Reid, r-9BB; Deci & Ryan,
l-985; Blanck, Reis, & irackson, 1984). This definition
states that intrinsicalry motivated activities are those
for which there is no apparent reward except the activity
itself and that intrinsic motivation is based on the need
to feel competent and serf-detemining in dearing with
the environment.

If the activity and the contexÈ in which an

individuar is engaged arrows hin/her to experience
feelings of efficacy and ¡rersonar contror, he/she wilr
become intrinsicarry motivated and may engage in the



activity re¡reatedly in the absence of any apparent
contingencies (varrerand & Reid, 19g8). understanding
that the najor motivators for sport and physicar activity
are intrinsic in nature (Ryan, varrerand, & Deci, Lga4)
reads to the in¡rortant inprication of knowing what
factors are likely to faciritate and maintain intrinsic
motivation and what factors wirr undermine it.

The concept of rntrinsic Irrotivation The concept of
intrinsic notivation is comprex. IÍany researchers (Deci,
L972, L97St LgZBt Deci & Ryan, 19g5; Vallerand &

Harliwerl, 1983) have studied intrinsic motivation and

examined what factors are rikely to influence it. $ltren

people receive extrinsic rewarrrs for doing an intrinsic
activity, their intrinsic motivation may be decreased
unaltered, or enhanced (Deci , Lgza). Intrinsic
motivation is affected differently de¡rending on factors
such as the kind of reward used, the way the reward is
adninistered, the individual to whom it is directed and

the context in which it happened. cogmitive evaluation
theory is generalry utirized to explain and understand
the process by which intrinsic motivation works. rn
addition, varlerand and Halliwell (1983) in their review
of motivation theories and intrinsic motivation,
concluded that the cogmitive evaruation ttreory provided
the most complete theory.



Cognitive evaluation theory suggests that two
processes can be res¡rcnsibre for changes in intrinsic
motivation; the ¡rerceived locus of causality and
perceived conpetence. These two processes are seen as
conconitant, rather than causes, of the notivational
changes (Deci & Ryan, 1985). According to the theory,
the impact of an event on motivational process is
determined by its psychological meaning for the
individuar, not by the objective characteristics of the
event itself- The perceived rocus of causarity and
perceived competence are descriptors of a ¡lerson's
experience with regard to an event and refrect the
individual's perception of reality. rftrether the
individual will interpret the event as being
inforaational, controlring or amotivating, depends on the
rerative sarience of these aspects to him/her. The past
experiences of the individuar determines the degree of
salience (Deci & Ryan, 19g5).

One process by which
intrinsic motivation can be affected is a change in
¡rerceived locus of causarity. IfÌren the perceived rocus
of causality is in operation, intrinsic motivation varies
as a function of ¡rerceptions and feerings of serf-
determination- Events that promote an externar rocus of
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causarity wirl decrease intrinsic motivation, whereas

those that promote an internar rocus of causality wirl
increase it.

This finding suggests that every event, whether a

reward, a situation or a conmunication, can have three
different functional sigrrificances; they can be

informationar, controlling or amotivating (varrerand &

Reid, t-990). Infor:mational events are those that
facilitate an internal perceived rocus of causality and

perceived competence, and they enlrance intrinsic
notivation. controrring events are those that faciritate
external perceived locus of causality, and. they undermine

intrinsic motivation. Ànotivating events are those that
facilitate perceived incompetence, and they also
undermine intrinsic motivation. Those aspects of an

event can be differentially sarient to different peopre

or to the same person at different times. It is the
rerative sarience of the three aspects to a person that
affects changes in perceived rocus of causarity and

perceived conpetence, and that alters the person's

intrinsic motivation (Deci & Ryan, 19g5). Also, even if
there are tendencies for particular events to be

experienced in certain ways, many factors can affect how

they are perceived at any given time.
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Perceived competence The second process by rshich

intrinsic motivation can be affected is a change in
perceived com¡retence. The cogrnitive evaruation theory
suggests that external events wirr affect a person's
intrinsic notivation for an optinalry charlenging
activity to the extent that they infruence the person,s

¡rerceived com¡retence and serf-determination (Deci & Ryan,
1985) - Events that promote grreater perceived com¡retence

will enlrance intrinsic motivation, and. those that
diminish perceived cornFetence wirl decrease intrinsic
motivation- Two studies have explored the rerationship
between perceived competence and intrinsic motivation by
considering the effect of feedback on intrinsic
motivation- These researchers (varlerand & Reid, Lgg4

Iilhitehead & corbin, j-991) found support for cognitive
evaluation theory.

Verbal Feedback

fn sup¡rort of cogmitive evaluation theory,
researchers found that perceived conpetence mediated
between feedback and íntrinsic motivation (vallerand &

Reid, 1984; Deci & Ryan, 1985; Irlhitehead & corbin, i-99r-).
Arthough there are tendencies for particular feedback to
be experienced in certain ways, the ¡rersonal context
within which it occurs wilt affect how it is ex¡rerienced
(Deci & Ryan, 1985). positive feedback for exampre, has
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the ¡rctentiar to be interpreted as either informational-
or controlring and this wourd have a different effect on

an individual,s intrinsic motivatíon.
rn greneral, researchers açrree tlrat negative feedback

decreases intrinsic motivation (varrerand & Reid, 19BB),

however some conflicting findings on the effect of
positive verbal feedback have been re¡rorted. Some

researchers have found ¡rositive verbat feedback to
increase intrinsic motivation for males and decrease

inÈrinsic motivation for femares (Deci, i-g7s; zinser et
al-, ]-982) - other researchers have found that positive
verbar feedback increases intrinsic motivation for both
gtenders (vallerand & Reid, t-gg8; Branck, Reis & Jackson,

1-e84 ) .

Feedback Receiver Characteristics Gender. Deci

initiatly re¡rorted a gender difference with intrinsic
motivation. rn an earry study Deci (J,grz) reported that
verbal reinforcement increased males, intrinsic
motivation while it left the females, intrinsic
motivation unchanged. Intrigrued by those results, he

later repricated the study (Deci, Lgzs) and found that
¡rositive feedback increased mares, intrinsic motivation
and decreased fenales' intrinsic notivation. zinser et
ar- (L982) arso found a gender difference. They reported
that high verbal reward enhanced intrinsic motivation in



mares and inhibited it in femares. other researchers
found no gender differences. For exanpre, Branck, Reis,
& Jackson (1984) replicated Decirs studies (Lg7z, i,gzsl
with the only difference between the studies being the
task used, and found that verbal praise increased
females" and mares' intrinsic motivation. Vallerand &

Reid (1-988) arso investigated the gender difference and.,

like Blanck et aI. (1984), they did not find any

difference between gender.

Deci (rgzs) ' interpreted his resurts through the
cogmitive evaruation theory by suggesting that due to
traditional gender rore socialization practices the
informational aspect of praise may be more sarient for
mares, thus increasing their intrinsic motívation,
whereas the controrring aspect may be more sarient for
fenares, thus decreasing their intrinsic motivation.
Branck et al- (1984) exprained their resurts by stating
that Deci's hy¡rothesis on the differential sociarization
process was no ronger viabre a decade rater, and. that
socialization content had changed sufficiently to make

egually salient to both genders the informationar aspect
inherent in the feedback.

Age. Similar to Deci (r'g7s), Zinser et aI. (1982)

arso found a gender difference. As this study was

compreÈed only two years prior to the Blanck et al.
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(l-984) study, the latter researchers' explanation for
Deci's (L975) resurts may be chatrenged. one inportant
point to notice is that for their study, zinser et ar.
(L982) used children from grades two and three as

su-bjects, while alt the other studies used university
undergraduates. vallerand e Reid (1988) interpreted the
Zinser et at - (LgBz) resurts by suggesting that changes
in socialization may have taken prace between the l97o,s
and the 1980',s, but that these changes may actualry have
occurred onry for those fenales who interact in an

achievement-oriented setting such as university. They

speculated that femares who have not yet engaged in such
a setting may stirl be subject to rtraditionaltr
socialization practices. young children rsould fall into
this category and this assunption requires further study.

socialization socialization is a rife long process,
and may be defined nas an interactional process whereby a
person acquires a social identity, learns appropriate
role behavior and in general conforms to expectations
held by nenbers of the social systems to which he or she

belongs¡ or aspires to belongitr (Staniford, 19g4 p.B).
During early chirdhood years an indívidual is sociarízed
nostly by his\her family, but as one gets older the
social circre graduarly extends and the influences comes

from many different sources. socialization is not a
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sinpre process, it is affected by many factors, one being
gender. Arthough it is ress pronounced today it is clear
that girrs have been and are sociarized differentry than
boys (Fitzpatrick, I_999).

In our society gender pervades every social
relationship and every sphere of human activity. uore
overrap nosr occurs between uare and female experience but
they are still assigned different rores, rights and

privireges, and are subject to different rures of conduct
(l{ackie, t-983). The role assumed by mares and femares
are due in part to distinct and separate socialization
experiences (Fitzpatrick, 1999).

Task one of the difficulties encountered in
conparing the resurts of the previousry discussed
research is that a variety of tasks were enployed. Deci
(L972 & Lgzs) used a sot{,A puzzre; zinser et ar. (1982)

used hidden pictures from a drawing," Branck et, ar. (1984)

used a rrspirr and spetrn word game; and valrerand & Reid
(1988) used a stabirometer. The tatter study is unique
in that it is the only study to assess a motor skill.
Ttris wide variety of tasks makes the comparison between

the studies somewhat problematic. rn addition, Branck et
al. (f-984) pro¡rcsed that Decirs finding of gender

difference with regard to the effect of positive verbal
feedback on intrinsic motivation may have been due to the
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fact that certain tasks may be perceived to be more

appropriate for one gender than the other. The results
of Branck et ar. (r-984) did not sup¡rort this conclusion,
but they found that a sex-appropriate task was more

intrinsicatly interesting than a sex-inappropriate task.

rn sumary, the characteristics of gender, age and
task make it difficurt to draw definitive concrusions
from the research- rn addition, arthough the measure of
intrinsic notivation rras a free choice period in arl of
the earlier studies, more recentry varlerand & Reid
(1988) enployed a questionnaire, the ltayo TRe. FinaIIy,
the ame¡¡nt of feedback and the way feerrback was

administered was different fron study to study. For
exarnple, vallerand & Reid (L988) used positive and

negative feedback, Decí (rg72 & Lg75) and Blanck et al.
(1984) used positive feedback and no feedback, and. Zinser
et ar- used three different revers of feedback (i.e. no

feedback, row and high). Ttris situation arong with a

linited amount of research on the topic, reaves physical
educators, coaches, teachers and parents with guestions
that need to be explored in future research. rs the
intrinsic motivation of young females of elementary
schoor age infruenced by positive verbal feerlback? ïs
the effect of verbal feedback dependent on gender? rs
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the effect of ¡rcsitiye verbal feedback dependent on the

task? Specifica1ly" how does ¡rcsitive verbal feedback

influence the intrinsic mot,ivation of elementary school

age children perforning a motor skill?
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Chapter III

llethod

Subjects

The subjects were grade one students randomly

serected fron the Norvood schoor Division, which annuarry
has a grade one popuration of 95 students. The Norwood

schoor Division was a grood representation of a schoor

poputation as the division has four schools with grade

one classes and it serves a diversified clientele:
French speaking, French rrnmersion and English speaking

students coming from a wide range of socioeconomic

classes.

À total of 6O subjects, 3O boys and 30 girls, was

included in the study. The subjects were randomly

selected using a random nunber table. Each gender çfroup

was then randomly assigned, again using a random number

table, to one of the two conditions (i.e. a moderate

amount of ¡rositive verbar feedback and no feedback). The

age of the subjects was approximately 6 years, their age

in months was as follows: Both genders (lq:24.7, SF3.Z),
males (l,l=75.8, SIt3.8 ) , females (li:73.6 ¡ SIÞ3.3 ) ,

feedback groups (tr7:75.3, SD:3.8), no feedback groups

(lq:74.L, SD:3.5). These results are presented in table
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1. Ensuring that the groups were sinilar in age and

linited to approximatery six years was inportant in this
study due to the sociatization effect as specified by

Vallerand & Reid (t-gBB).

Tab1e t_

ltlean Age of Subjects (fifonths)

lfean Standard
deviation

Females 73-6 3.3

Males 7S.A 3.8

Both genders Z4.Z 3.2

Feedback groups ZS.3 3.8

No feedback groups 74.1, 3.5

Letters of consent were sent to the schoor Division,
the schools and the parents (Appendix A, B and C); and a
description of the study was attached to these letters
(Àppendix D). Following the consent from their parents,

the chiÌdren were asked verbally if they wourd like to
participate.

Experimenter

The primary exllerimenter was a femare teacher at one

of the four schools inctuded in the study. She
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originatry did not teach any of the students involved in
the study. Irnms¿1.¿e}y prior to the begrinning of the
study the experimenter was assiçÍned one of the groups

from her schoor. Às a resurt the primary extr)erirnenter

corlected data at three schools and trained a second

femare ex¡rerimenter to colrect the data from her orEn

students. Although this approach presented a ¡rossibre
experimenter effect the faniliarity of the prirnary

experimenter to the students was considered less
desirabre. The random assigmment of subjects resulted in
a reratively equar distribution of the subjects across

the experimental cerls (five in three of the cells and

four in the other cerl). As a result any possible
ex¡rerimenter effect would be negated.

Variables

rn this study the independent variables were gender

(i-e- male or femare) and the presence or absence of
¡rositive verbal feedback given to the subjects performing
a motor skitr task. À moderate amou¡rt of positive verbal_

feedback or no feedback was appried. The moderate

amount, L2 verbar reinforcements over 24 trials, was

chosen arbitrarily based on vallerandrs (19g3) research
in which he concruded that positive feedback increases
intrinsic motivation irrespective of the amount of
feedback presented.
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The dependent variabre was the level of intrinsic
motivation of the subjects and was o¡rerationarly defined
as time spent on task during a free choice period. A

free choice period was the most appropriate measure of
intrinsic motivation for this research for the forrowing
reasons: First, it was the most commonly used measure of
intrinsic motivation, secondly, it had been used

effectively in previous research and final1y, the
subjects' age made a written test difficurt to obtain-
Equiprnent

The eguiprnent used for the experiment included: a

video camera and nonitor, a stop watch, recording sheets,
and the materials needed for the tasks (i.e. a nini-
trampoline or rebounder, a bean bag target game, 5 hoops,

and a deck tennis rings toss game).

Tasks

The tasks for the study were identified following
consultation with the physical education teachers of the
schoors invorved in the study. The three najor criteria
for the tasks involved were: 1) they had to be equarly
interesting for both genders, 2) they had to be optinalry
charrenging, and 3) they had to be safe. This nethod of
serecting the tasks was judged appropriate because the
teachers were in the best position to know what tasks
wourd meet these criteria for their students. Four tasks
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were identified: a bean bag target gane, a deck tennis
rings toss 9ame, jumping on a nirii-t¡ampoline, and

activities with hoops. The bean bag target game was used

as the ex¡rerinental task. The subjects were asked to
throw, underhand, six bean bags at the target and to do

so at four different distances: l-.5 metres, 2 metres, 2.s
metres and 3 rnetres. The other three tasks were the
alternative tasks. (see Àppendix E for a description of
the tasks).

Procedures

ïn order to ensure that the children were in a

familiar surrounding they were tested in their own school
gynnasium using their schoolrs eguipnent. AIso, the
physicar education teachers Brere asked to use the four
tasks as stations in one of their crasses one week prior
to the experiment. This approach was to ensure that none

of the tasks were nover to the subjects. Furthermore,

the ex¡rerimenter visited the schoors and was introduced
to the grrade one classes one week prior to the
experiment.

À camera was hidden and ¡rointed toward the area of
the experinentar task. The camera was used to correct
the data, including the amount of time the children spent
at the experinentar task during the eight minute free
choice period.
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The children were taken one at a time to the
grlmnasiurn where the experimenter told them that, arthough

there was other equipnent in the grlmnasiun, they would

only be using the bean bag target game for the test, and

then exprained what he/she would have to do. rr would

like you to stand behind this line (1.s metres line) and

throw, underhand, those six bean bags at the target. you

will have to do the same thing three more times, each

time moving back to a different rine.n The expranation
was followed with a demonstration. The chÍrdren were

tord by the experimenter that she wanted to know how werl
they could throw the bean bags at the target from

different distances. The no feedback çtroup was told that
the experimenter woutd not talk to them during the
ex¡reriment because she was be too busy writing down their
resurts- The feedback group was tord that during the
experiment the experimenter would write down their
resurts. The experimenter carried a clipboard and wrote

bogrus comments during the experiment.

With the feedback groups, ¡rcsitive verbal fee¡thack

was given to the subjects. The feedback nere comments

like: nyou are doing very well, wây to go, good onen, and

more task specific comments like: nvery nice throw, right
on targretrt. For the subjects in the French rmmersion and

the English schools the feedback was given in English,
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and for the subjects in the French school the feedback

was given in French (see Àppendix F for a compl_ete rist
of the feedback). Forrowing the compretion of the task,
the experinenter told the subject that she had to go to
the office for a few minutes and that while waiting the
subject courd play with whatever equipment was in the
gynnasium as rong as they stayed in the glmnasiurn and.

waited for the ex¡rerimenter to return because she had to
get some information from the subject before they courd
go back to the classroom. The experimenter then reft the
glmnasiun for eight minutes. After eight minutes the
experimenter returned, asked the subject if the
experimental task was fun or boring, and if it was too
easy, too hard r or just okay (Àppendix c). The

experinenter then told the subject that his/her resurts
would be given to hin/her later after arr the other
students had been tested. The subject was then taken
back to his/her classroom. Debriefing was done with alr
the subjects at the end of the entire experiment.
Desigm and Data Analysis

Desicrn rn order to assess the effects of gender and

¡tositive verbat feedback on intrinsic rnotivation, a 2 x 2

(nale-femare x no feedback-feedback) analysis of variance
was carried out on the free choice period. The arpha

level was set at .O5.
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Table 2

Bxperimental Design

Factor A

Factor B

81 À181- AZBL

B2 À182 A2B2

Al- is no feedback, AZ is with positive feedback, B1 is
females, and 82 is males.

Data fntrinsic motivation was measured as the
percentage of time that the subject spent at the
experimentar task during the eight minute free choice
period [# seconds on task X i-OO]. The subject was

480
considered involved in the task when he/she was throwing
bean bags at the target. Inter-rater reliability
was used to analyse the videota¡res. Tr¿o individuals
independently carcurated the ¡rercentage of tine that the
subjects spent at the ex¡rerimentar task. one of these

individuars was btind to the group to which each subject
was assiçfned.
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Chapter fV

Results and Discussion

Results

In order to assess the effects of gender and

positive verbal feedback on intrinsic motivation, a 2 x 2

(male-female x no feertback-feeril.ack) analysis of variance
was camied out on the percentagre of time that the
subjects spent at the e>rperimental task during the eight
minute free choice period [# seconds on task X 1OO].

480
Resurts of the analysis reveared that the gender main

effect, F(1,56¡:3.116rp<.05, the treatment main effect,
F (1 ,56) = .O49 rp<. 05, and the gender X treat¡nent

interaction, F(1r56¡=1. 986rp(.05, were not significant.
The means for each group are presented in table 3 and the
results of the analysis of r¡ariance for i-ntrinsic
motivation measures are presented in table 4.

Two individuals índependently caLculated the
percentage of time that the sixty subjects spent at the
experimentaL task. one of these individuals was bLind to
the group to which each subject was assigned. The inter-
rater reliability was calculated through a pearson

correlation, using all the subjects, and revealed a

coefficient of o.997 . rn cases where the two individuars
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Table 3

fntrinsic Motirration Cel1 Means

Factor B

Feedback no feedback Row mean

Male 2O.2 26.9 23.s

Factor A
Female LA .2 8. 9 13. s

Column t9.2 L7 .9 1g.5
mean

Table 4

Analysis of Variance for Intrinsic Motivation.

Source of Sum of Deg:rees of F-ratio p

variation squares freedom

Gender (A) 1493.507 1 3.116 O. OB3

Treatment (B) 23.726 1 O .O49 O .A2S

AXB 951.937 1 1.986 0.164

Error 26843.234 56
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reported di-fferent measures, the subject was anarysed a
third time by both raters and an average measure was

calculated using the three measures, i.e. the init.ial
measures by both raters and the third measure.

As gender was not a significant factor male and

femare subject,s hrere then pooled together to provide a

more powerful assessmênt of the feedback interventi-on.
Àn independent t-test was performed to examine

differences between the positive feec{}'ack group and the
control group (no feedback group). This analysis
revealed no significant effect, t(5Bl=e.2L7, p<.05/ and

indicaÈed that the intervention did not affect the
intrinsic motivation levels of the subjects. These

result,s are presented in table 5.
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Table 5

rndependent T-Test of rntrinsic Motivation Measures by

Feedback Groups (feedback versus no-feedback)

Sample Mean Sum of Variance
size scruare

Group 1 30 19.16 15513. 05 534.93
(feedback)

Group 2 30 t7.9 23391.86 475.02
(no feerrhack)

T:0.2t7 DF = 5g P:0.929
Task fn order to evaluate how the experimental

task (bean bag target game) was perceived by the

subjecLs, Èhe subjects were asked two questions at the
end of the e>çeriment: First, was the bean bag target
game fun or boring, and secondly/ was it too easy, too
hard, oE just okay.

To the first question, fifty-four of the sixty
subjects responded that the task was fun. Of the six
t'hat responded that the task was boring' one subject was

mare from the feerll"ack grroup while the other five were

female, four from the feedback group and one from the

control group. The results of this guestion are

presented in Lable 6.
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Table 6

E>çerimental Task Enjoy'ment Assessment

Feedback No-feer{hack Both

group group groups

Boys Fun t4

L

15

0

1/l

1

29

1Boring

Girls Fun

Boring

11

/l

25

5

AIl Fun

subjects Boring

54

6

To the second question, refeming to task

diffículty, forty of the síxty subject.s indicated that
the task was just okay. Ten subjects responded that it
v¡as Èoo hard, three males and three females from the

feerlt'ack groups, and one male and three females from the

control groups. Ten subjects responded that it was too
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easy, two males and two females from

and s j-x males from the control group.

this question are presented in table

the feedback groups,

The results of

Table 7

E>çerimental Task Difficulty Àssessment

FeedL''ack

group

No-feedback Both

group groups

Boys

Girls

Too hard

Too easy

just okay

Too hard

Too easy

Just okay

5

2

10

5

2

10

4

I
18

6

2

22

1

6

8

3

0

L2

A].l

subjects

Too hard

Too easy

,fust okay

10

10

40
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Fínally, it was observed that subject.s who did not find
the task intrinsically motivati-ng cons.i-sted of one-third
of the sample population (n=221, however, these subjects
were disÈributed relatively egually across the four
e>çerimental cells.

Skill LeveL Based on previous literature
(Va1lerand, 1983,' Blanck, Reis & ,Jackson, 1gg4; Vallerand
& Reid, 1988) it was erçected that the feedback groups

would have a higher level of intrinsic motivation than

the contror g:roups and if not. for both genders at least
for the males. Even though the treatment effect and the
gender effect were not significant in this studyr ârr even

more surprising fact was that the trend of the results
appeared to be going against what would be e>q>ected for
the males. specifically, the mares control group had a
higher level of intrinsic motivaLion than the positive
feedback group (see table 4). This result is in complete

contrast with the fe_male results.
rn an efforÈ to better understand these results, ã 2

X 2 (ma1e-femal-e X no feedback-feertÞ.,ack) analysis of
variance was performed on Èhe number of successful
throws, out of twenty-four attempÈ s by each subject
while initially working at the e>çerimental task with the
e>çerimenter. Results of the analysis revealed thaL the
gender maj,n effect was sígnificant, F(1,56¡=5 .292,p<.025.
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The initiaL success of mares being greater than that of
the females. The treatment main effect was also

significant, F(1,56¡=9.049,p<.004. The control group was

more successful than the feedback group. The

intemactíon was not significant, F (1r 56) =3. 131rtrx.05.

The means for each g:roup are presented in table I and the

results of the analysis of variance for initiar success

are presented in table 9.

Table 8

IniÈial Success CelI Means

Factor B

Feedback no feedback Row mean

MaIe 6.0 9.6 7.8

Factor A
Female 5.6 6.5 6.L

Co1umn 5.8 8. 1 7 .O
mean
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Table 9

Ànalysis of Variance for Inítial Success on the

E>çerimental Task

Source of Sum of Degree of F-ratio p

variation squares freedom

Gender (A) 45 .067 1 5 .Zg2 O. O2S

Treatment(B) 77.067 1 9.049 O.OO4

ÀxB 26.667 1 3.131 0.082

Error 476.933 56

These findings are somewhat surprising as it was

e>çected that the random assignement of subjects to the
experimental grroups woul-d have resulted in groups of
similar initial success on the e>çerimentar task. on the
basis of these findings, a 2 X 2 (male-female X no

feedback-feedback) analysis of covariance was performed

on the percentage of time that the subjects spent at the
e>rperimental task during the eight minute free choice
period with the initial success of the subjects when

working with Èhe e>çerimenter as the covariate. This

analysis was performed in order to determine whether the
initial success of the subjects had a significant
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i.nfluence on

the analysis

presented in

their intrinsic motivation. The results
produced no significant effects and are
table 10.

of

Ànalysis of
Initial

Covari-ance

Success of

Tab1e 10

for Intrinsic Motivation with the
the Subjects as the Covariate.

Source of
variance

Sum of
squares

Deg:rees of
freedom

F-ratio P

Gender (À) 837.046

Treatment (B) 21-5.645

A X B 564.240

Performance 742.837

Error 26LOO.398

1

1

1

1

55

7.764

o .454

1.189

1 .565

0.190

0.503

0 .280

o.2]-6

Discussion

one of the purposes of this study was to clarify the
conflict,ing results of previously reported research.
Gender differences have been reported in the way positj_ve
verbal feeclback affects the inÈri_nsic motivation of males
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and females. On this basj-s it was hlpothesized that: 1)

males' intrinsic motivation r+ouId increase following a

moderate amount of positive verbal feedback, and that 2)

females' intrinsic motirraLion would not change forrowing
a moderate amount of positive verbal feedback.

The first hlpothesis was not supported in the

present sÈudy. The results do not, support what has been

consistently reported in previous research (Deci, LSTS;

Zinser et a1. , L982; Blanck et al. , 1984; Vallerand &

Reid/ 1988; Whitehead & Corbin, L99t) where posítive
verbal feerlk''ack was found to increase males' intrinsíc
motivation. With regard to the second hlpothesis, the

resul-ts of this study supported the hlpothesis and the

results were consistent with what was reported by Deci

(1975) that is, females intrinsic motivation did not

change following a moderate amount of positive verbal

feedback. However, the fact that the overall results
produced no sígnificant differences between the feerqback

group and the control group is contrary to the published

research.

One possible e>q>lanation for the findíngrs of the

present study could revolve around the verbal feedback

utilized. The tlpe of feedback, the way the feedback was

given, the context in which it was gíven, and the

individual it was given Eo, are all factors that could
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have influenced its effect on intrinsic motivation.
However, a moderate amount of feedback as described by
Vallerand (1983) was appropriate for the age group
(thirteen to sixteen years old) in his study. It is
possible that six year olds might need more

reinforcement. Àlternatively, due to the age of the
subjects, the feedback might have to be applied in a more

dynami-c manner. sínce there is a very limited amount of
reported research conducted with síx year old subjects,
and no research reported using moÈor skill tasks, these
possible explanations are simply specul_ation.

AnoÈher factor one has to consider in the
the present study is the initial success of the
at the e>çerimental task while working with the
e>çerimenter. The possíb1e influence of success on

intrinsic motivation could be e>çlained through cognitive
eval-uation theory which states that perceÍved competence

would enhance intrinsic motivation (Deci & R¡ran, 19g5).
However the analysis of cor¡ariance revealed that the
initial success of the subjects had no significant effect
on intrinsic motivation.

vallerand & Reid (1989) i-ntezpreted the conflict,ing
results reported on the effect of positive verbal
feerqÈ'ack on the intrinsic motivation of male and female
subjects by suggesting that changes in socialization

resulÈs of
subjects
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practice may have taken place over the years, making both
genders more similar in their reactions. However, they
specurated that these changes may have occured onry for
females who have interacted in an achievement-ori_ented

setting- Females who have not yet engaged in such a
setting, such as young chirdren, would still be subject
to 'ftraditionnarrt socialization practice. one of the
goals of the present study was to examine this assumption

by using young children as subjects. The socialization
experience of young males and females might be more

similar in the 1990's than in previous decades, but this
is a difficult concept to measure. The findings of the
present study does not support a dífferential
socialization explanation .

The choíce of tasks for the present study was unique

as no other study has been conducted using the tlpe of
motor skil1 found in elementarry school physical activity
classes. Previous researchers used a stabilometer
(Vallerand & Reid, 19BB), soma puzzle (Deci , Lg72l , and

pen and paper games (Zinser et aI.' L9g2; Blanck et a1.,
1984). Two assumptions were made with regard to the
tasks used in this study. The first assumption was that
the tasks were egually interesting for both genders and

Lhe second that all the tasks were optimally challenging
for grade one boys and gÍrls. These assumptions appeared
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to be vela¡ accurate as the behavior of the vast majority
of the subjects would be characterized by movement from
one task to another throughout the free choice period.
only one subject sat Èhroughout the free choice period
without playing with any of the tasks. rt appears from
the "evaluation" of the e><perimental task by the subjects
that the choíce, for the e>q>erimental task was

appropriate. rt was described by ninety percent of the
subjects (83t of the females and 97* of the males) as
I'funfr. The task was also found to be optimally
challenging by two-thirds of the subjects while the other
one-third were evenly divided by those who found the task

"too hard" and those who found it "too easy". As

approximately, one-third of the subjects (n=22) failed to
find the task intrinsically motivating it is possible
that the experimental setting was perceived to be

"controllingff. According to cognitive evaluation theory
controllingi events undermine íntrinsic motivation. The

fact that the e>çerimenter was a relative stranger and

the one on one approach may have facilitated a
I'controllingrw perception by the subjects.

The eight mínute free choice period was the approach

selected to measure int,rinsic motivation in the present
study, but there was some concern with regard to the
applicability of leaving a six year old student alone in
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a gr!¡¡nna s i um for eight minutes. This study demonstratêd
that it was poesj.blè to u6e this measurement effectively
with young children in that type of sêtting.

In the present study the experimenter was femaLe.

From all the etudies reviewed only one addressed the
possible impJ.ication of the sex of the experimenter
(Blanck & Reis, 1984) and thêy reportêd that it dj.d not
substantially alter the pattern of resuLts. There wes no

i.ndj.cation to suggest that the aex of the experimenter
had any effect on thê resuJ"ts of the present study.

Eleven of the sixty subjects in the present study
were French Canadian and the verbal feedback was given to
them in French. This r.ras done in order to be consistent
with the way the treatment was applied, that is by
testing elL the subjects in their oe¡n mother tongue.
There was no evidence to suggest that this had any

influence on the overall rêsu1t6 of this study. That is,
the random assignment pJ.aced French students in every
e>çerimental cell .

The findings in the presênt study contributed to
this field of study in three ways. First, it provided
the first research on the effect of positiwe verbaL
feedback on intrinsic motivation using the motor skills
requj.red in the elementary schooL physical education
settj.ng. Secondly, it suppolted the applicebility of the
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eight minute free choice period Ín a physical education
gYmnasium setting. Fina11y, it criticalry examined the
influence of gender and the effect of positive verbal-

feedback on the intrinsic motívation of elementary school

age students. As a resurt, this study demonstraÈed that
a moderate amount of positive verbal feedback had no

effect on the intrinsi.c motivation of six year old boys

and girls performing a motor skill.
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Chapter V

Sumrnary and Conclusions

Summary

The main purpose of this study was to e:q>lore the
relationship between positive verbal feedback and

intrinsic motirration of grade one boys and girls
peforming a motor skiI1. of specific interest was to
determine whether there was a gender difference.
rntrinsic motivation was operationalized by measuring the
percentage of time that the subject spent at the

experimental task (bean bag target game) during an eight
minute free choice period. The data were collected
during a one week period and sixty grade one students,
thirty boys and thirty girls, were incruded in the studv.

A 2 X 2 (male-female X no feedback-feedback)

analysis of variance was carcied out on the intrinsic
motivation measures and the result,s revealed no

significant effects. Ma1es and females were pooled

together to evaluate the feedback effect. An independent

t-test was performed between the feedback group and the

control group. The results reveal_ed no significant
effect. Information on the initial success of the

subjects duríng the time spent workíng with the
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experimenter was also recorded (number of successful

throws from twenty-four trials). A 2 X 2 (male-female X

no feec¡k''ack-feedt'aak) analysis of varÍance was performed

on this data. The results revealed a significant gender

main effecÈ. The initial success of males was found to
be greater than that of the females. A significant
treatment main effect was also revealed with the control
group being more successful than the feedl..ack group.

Following these findings a 2 X 2 (male-female X no

feedback-feedback) analysis of covariance was performed

wíth the inÍtiar success as the covariate. The results
were not significant

Conclusi-ons

1. A moderate amount of positive verbal feedback

has no effect on the intrinsic motívation of elementarv

school age children performing a motor task.
2. Males and females do not differ in the way

positive verbal feedback affects their intrinsic
motivation.

3. The initial success of the subjecLs at the

e>çerimental task had no influence on their intrínsic
motivation.
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Recommendations

1. Further study is required to assess the rore of
positive verbal feedback on the intrinsic motivation of
elementary schoor age children performing the motor

skills found in elementary school physical educati-on

classes.

2. Future studies should attempt to determine the
influence of providing posítive feerìhack ín a more

dynamic manner.

3. Future studies might e>çlore the influence of
providi-ngi more informatíon to the subjects on how to
i-mprove performance on the experimental task rather than
providing merely motivat,ional_ rtfeedbackff .
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Appendix À

The University of Manitoba
Faculty of Graduate Studies

(2041 474-A764

Dear It{r (Superintendent)

l,ty name is Gaetane Tremblay I am a physical
education teacher in the Norwood school Division. r am

presentry compreting a l{aster of science degrree in sport
psychology at the university of lrtanitoba. Às part of the
requirements for my degree, r am expected to conduct a

research study. f witl need to test 6O grade one

students, 3O boys and 30 girls.
f am requesting your permission to select the

students from schools in the Norwood schoot nivision.
You will find attached al-l the detairs for the study.

Thank yoü,

Gaetane Trenblay
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Àppendix B

The University of Manitoba
Faculty of Graduate Studies

(204) 474-8764

Dear Mr./üs (principat),

t{y name is Gaetane Trembtay and r am a physicar
education teacher in the Norwood schoor Division. r am

presently completing a l{aster of science degree in s¡rcrt
psychoroçty at the university of tÍanitoba. As part of the
requirenents for ny degree, r am ex¡rected to conduct a
research study. you wilr find attached a description of
the study.

r have obtained permission fron your Board office to
conduct my research study in the Norwood Division. r am

requestinçt your permission to come to your school and

work with some of your grade one students.

Thank yoü,

Gaetane Tremblay
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The University of Manitoba

Faculty of Graduate Studies

(2O4) 474-8764

Cher M. (dírecteur),

Je conplète présentement une maîtrise en

psychologie du sport à l,université du Manitoba. une

des exÍgences pour r'obtention de mon diprôme est
d'effectuer une recherche, dont vous trouverez une

description ci-jointe.
En juin dernier, j'ai obt,enu la permission de

notre bureau divisionnaire pour complét.er ma recherche
avec des éIèves de la division de No¡r¡ood. J'aimeraís
par la présente, vous demander ra permÍssion de venír
tester certains de vos érèves de première année.

SÍncèrement votre,

Gaétane Tremblay
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Àppendix C

The University of Manitoba
Faculty of Graduate Studies

(2O4) 474-8764

Dear Parent(s),

My name is Gaetane Tremblay and f am a physical

education teacher ín the Norwood schoor Division. r an

presentry completing a !{aster of science degree in sport
psycholoçry at the university of Manitoba. As part of the
requirenents for my degree, f am expected to conduct a
research study. You wil-I find attached arl the detaits
for the study.

The pur¡rose of this letter is to request your

permission to have your child participate in the study.

Thank you for your support,

Gaetane Trenblay
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The University of l'Íanitoba

Faculty of Graduate Studies

(2O4) 474-8764

Chers parents,

.Ie suis enseignante à l'école eueen Elízabeth

depuís 10 ans et je complète présentement un maîtrise
a l'université du Manitoba. Une des exigences pour

1'obtention de mon diplôme est de compléter une

recherche, dont vous trouverez une description
ci-j ointe .

,Ie seraí à l'école Précieux-Sang le Ler octobre

pour tesfer des élèves de première année. Toutes

communÍcations avec les éIèves seront faítes
entièrement en francais. Je vous demande aimabrement

votre collaboration en permett,ant à votre enfant de

partÍciper à ma recherche.

Sincèrement votre,

Gaétane Tremblay
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Appendix D

The University of Manitoba
Faculty of Graduate Studies

(2O4) 474-8764

The Effect of posit.ive Verbal Feedback on
the rntrinsic ttotivation of Grade one Boys and Girrs

Performing a ltlotor SkiII

Description of the Study

Reasons for the Study
It is important for physical educators, coaches,

teachers and parents working with young boys and girrs to
understand how ¡rositive verbal feedback affects intri-nsic
notivation in order to enhance the youngsters, enjolment
of physical activity. À very linited amount of research
as been undertaken with erementary schoor chirdren and no
research has been reported with motor skiIls. rn
addition, the smalr amount of research completed has
produced conflicting resurts. This study is needed to
crarify and extend our knowredge of the effects of
positive verbar feedback on the intrinsic motivation of
elementary schoor chirdren perforrning a motor skirl_.

Purpose of the Study
This study seeks to determine whether positive

verbar feedback has a differentiar infruence on the
intrinsic notivation of grade one boys and girrs
performing a motor skill.
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The study invorves the measurement of the subjects,
revel of intrinsic motivation througrh an eight minute
free tine period- Each student wirr be taken one at a
tine to the grymnasium where the experimenter wirr have
hin/her perform a motor skirr: throw 6 bean bags at a
bean bag target game four times at four different
disÈances- The student wirr then be reft traronen (the
experimenter wilr reave the grlmnasium) for an eight
minute free tine period during which time the student
will be videotaped (The student wirr be observed during
this period by a terevision monitor to ensure safety).
During that period the student witr have the option to
pray with the bean bag target gane or to pray with otherrrseLected' eguipment avairabre in the glmnasium. Àt the
end of the eight minute period the ex¡rerimenter wilr
return and the student wirl be taken back to his/her
classroom.

Confidentiality
fnformation collected in this study witl be

confidential- A studentrs identity wirr not be rereased
without prior written pernission from the student and
his/her parent(s) - Data gathered on arr participants
will be treated in aggrregate (qroup) form (i.e.,
individuar varues wirr not be reporÈed). The group (sex)
assessment is of rerevance in this study not individual
resurts' To protect the ident.ity of students, a code
number will be assigmed to each participant and used when
analysing the data.
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Data
follow-up
described
study will

will be retained for future use should a
study be conducted. Confidentiality terns (as
above) rsith res¡rect to use of data from this
be honoured.

Subjects
The subjects wirt be tested at their schoor during

school hours. The entire procedure wiII take
approxinately 2o ninutes for each student.

Subject
A subject will be withdrawn from the study if helshe

does something unexpected and judged unsafe by the
ex¡rerimenter during the eight minute free tine period
(i-e-, go up the clinbing frame), or if the surrject fairs
to renain in the grlmnasium during that same period.

Each subject and his/her parents have the right to
deny consent or withdraw fron the study at any time
without prejudice.

Benefits for Students and parents

^A better understanding of the effects of ¡rositive
verbal feedback on the intrinsic motivation of young boys
and girls can improve the effectiveness of teachers, or
any other individual who works with this age çfroup.
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Consent Form

r have read the description of the study and understand
the measurement procedures involved.

r understand that r nay withdraw ny child or my chird nay
withdraw from the study at any tine without prejudice.

All information will be kept confidential.

Date Participant

Parent/Guardian's Sigmature t{itness
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Appendix E

Description of Tasks

Experimental task

Bean bags target grame: The subject will be asked to
throw, underhand, six bean bags at the target. The six
bean bags will be thrown four times at four different
distances: 1.5 netres,2 metres, 2.5 metres and 3 metres

for a total of 24 throws.

Alternative tasks

I{ini-tranpoline: The subject could jog or junp on the
mini-tram¡roline.

Hoops: Five hoops will be available to the subjects.
The subjects could roll them, junp in them, throw them,

etc.

Deck tennis rings game: À five peg game wil-l be used.

The subject could throw the rings at different distances
in the manner of his/her choice.
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Àppendix F

List of Verbal Reinforcement

Engrlish reinforcements :

You are doing very well!
Tùay to go !

Good one!

Excellent!

Nice throw!

Right on target!
Very good!

Good job!

Keep up the good work!

Nice try!
Good try!
Great throw!

French reinforcements :

Tres bien!

Bon lance!

Excellent!

Bien fait!
Continu tu fais tres
bien!

Bon essai!

Super!

Bravo!

Parfait !

Tres bon lance!

Tres bon essai!

* À variety of these conments wirl be used dependinçf on

what the subject is doing.
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Appendix G

Recording Sheet

Sex of su-bject:

Comments: _you are doing very well

_Way to go

_Good one

_Excellent

_Nice throw

_Very good

_C,ood job

_Keep up the good work

-Nice 
try

_Good try

_Great throw

-Right 
on target

Evaluation of the task by

Fun

_Boring

the subject:

Group:

_Too

_Too

_Just

easy

hard

okay

Performance at task: Total

666 24
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Case Gender

Appendix H

Raw Data Collected for the Studv

Treatment Intrinsic
Motivation

Àge

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10

11

L2

13

7A

15

16

L7

18

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

.b'

F

F

F

F

no feedback

no feedback

no feedback

no feedback

no feedback

no feedback

no feedback

no feedlrack

no feedback

no feedback

no feedback

no feedback

nO feer{haCk

nO feer{t aCk

no feectk'ack

feedback

feerlk"ack

feedback

0.00

0.00

0.00

48.13

23.33

16.88

0.00

2t .46

0.00

6.88

0.00

8. 96

0.00

0.00

8.33

0.00

6.04

40.63

ïnitial
Success

11

2

I

11

6

q

7

â.

I

9

6

5

5

5

I
7

À

76

68

69

75

79

75

1tl

72

70

74

68

73

73

70

75

7t

73

80
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Case Gender Treatment

feedback

feedhack

feedback

feerll'''aCk

feedback

feedback

feedt'ack

feedback

feedback

feerìt''ack

feedback

feedback

feectback

feedback

feerllrack

feedback

feedback

feedl"'ack

feedback

feerrL.ack

feerrhack

feedback

feedback

Intrinsic
Motivatíon

36.88

56.25

o.00

L.29

o.00

0. 00

6.88

18.75

43.54

35.83

8.54

t7 .70

0.00

54 .38

81.25

17 .50

3.54

43.54

31 .46

26.88

0.00

49.L7

0.00

Inítial
Success

3

L2

6

5

I

2

6

4

I
2

5

A

12

13

13

10

13

6

9

7

4

13

4

Àge

19

20

2t

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

55

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

AL

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

F

t'

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

no

no

no

79

78

73

72

77

76

75

74

72

70

77

7t

73

78

73

79

82

73

77

77

73

76

69
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Case Gender Treatment

feerlt''aCk

feedback

feedback

feerlL.ack

feedÞ''ack

feedback

feedback

feedback

feedkack

feedback

feedt'ack

feedback

feedback

feedback

feedback

feedback

feedt ack

feedback

feedback

Intrinsic
Motivation

5L.25

0.00

28.54

15.63

17.50

72.92

13.33

0.00

28.L3

73.33

61 .04

2.50

U. UU

10.63

23.13

0.00

0.00

0. o0

0.00

fnitial
Success

7

10

15

8

6

6

9

3

10

4

/l

6,

10

I
7

7

7

I

2

Age

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

M

no

no

no

79

74

73

76

72

70

78

79

69

79

78

74

76

69

78

79

77

84

79

Total observat.ions: 60
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Number of cases

Minimum

Maxi-mum

Mean

Standard deviation

* fntrinsic motivation
** Age is in months

*** fnitial success ís

l-s in percentage of time

the number of successful Èhrows

Intrinsic

motivation

60

0.000

81 .250

18.533

22.289

Age

60

68

84

74

3.679

initial

success

60

1

15

6.933

3.257


